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Terminology Definition

PAFT Purpose, audience, form and tone

Purpose What a text trying to do. E.g. Does it inform, advise, persuade, etc?

Audience Who is the text aimed at?

Form The type of text (eg: letter, speech, report etc)

Tone The mood or atmosphere in the writing, 
e.g. confident, tense, awe-struck, sarcastic etc. 

Hyperbole Use of exaggerated terms for emphasis.

Anecdote A short story often from one’s own experience

Directives Using “you,” “we,” or “us.” 

Asides Offering a quick humorous comment to the reader, sometimes in brackets.

Facts/Statistics Facts and figures.

Passive voice When the subject of the sentence has an action done to it by something or someone else. E.g. 
“The dog was being washed by the girl.”

Active Voice When the subject of a sentence does an action to something or someone else. E.g. “The girl 
washed the dog.”

Modal Verb A word that provides an option - Should, Could, Might, etc.

Rhetorical Question Asking a question as a way of suggesting an idea. A question which might already have the 
answer hidden in it.

Repetition Where words or phrases are used more than once in a piece of writing.

Develop Your Ideas

Start in an engaging way, e.g. “Imagine…”

Why your topic is important? Emphasise that importance.

Give a specific example of your topic – maybe an anecdote. 

Start with a ‘Wide Angle’ view, then zoom into the details. 

“Dialogue helps bring characters to life,” said the teacher, thoughtfully.

Finish up with a persuasive technique. 

English: Year 9 Travel Writing Knowledge Organiser

TASKS:
WEEK ONE: Design a crossword 
to test knowledge of the 
TERMINOLOGY. Challenge: put 
the descriptions in your own 
words. 
WEEK TWO: Look, cover, write, 
check information about ways to 
develop your ideas. Challenge: 
check all of your spellings are 
correct. 
WEEK THREE: Write a paragraph 
that uses the passive voice or 
the active voice consistently 
throughout.

English: Year 9 Travel Writing Knowledge Organiser

Boost Your Non-fiction Writing

Content • Remember who your audience are, and write with an appropriate level of formality
for them.

• Remember the purpose of your writing. Don’t get side-tracked!
• Use a range of linguistic devices (e.g. simile, alliteration, etc.)

Organisation • Use structural features in varied and inventive ways
• Make your writing really compelling by incorporating imaginative and complex ideas 
• Make your paragraphs flow with seamlessly integrated discourse markers.

Technical 
Accuracy

• Use a wide range of punctuation with a high level of accuracy
• Use a full range of appropriate sentence forms for effect
• Use Standard English consistently and appropriately with secure control of complex 

grammatical structures
• Use an extensive and ambitious range of vocabulary
• Take care to spell accurately all the time, including ambitious your vocabulary.

Writing Skills

SPAG – Practise accurate spelling, punctuation and grammar.
• Basic: Capital letters, Full stops, Commas & Apostrophes
• Standard: question marks, exclamation marks & semi-colons
• Stretch: colons, parenthesis (brackets),ellipsis

Sentence structures: Use a variety for effect.
• Simple sentences create excitement! (One clause)
• Compound sentences create vivid descriptions, and can be used to add detail too. (Two clauses linked with a 

connective)
• Complex sentences, while adding imaginative detail, can truly show your expert writing skills. (A main clause 

with an embedded subordinate clause)

Paragraphing: TIPTOP (Time, Person, Topic, Place)
Practise writing a description or story. Start a new paragraph whenever:
• There’s a change in time (e.g. “A moment later, the bells rang…”)
• Action shifts to another person (e.g. “Juliet was on her balcony…”)
• The topic changes (e.g. “Abruptly, the sound ceased…”)
• The location changes (e.g. “Meanwhile, back at the ranch…”)

TASKS:
WEEK FOUR: design a poster to teach 
students about TIPTOP.
WEEK FIVE: Design a mix and match game 
to test understanding of content, 
organisation and technical accuracy.
WEEK SIX: Look, cover, write, check all 
the words highlighted in blue. Challenge: 
use these spellings in your next piece of 
work.
WEEK SEVEN: make a mindmap to show 
ways to improve writing skills. 
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Year 9
Maths – Autumn Term 2 

Unit: Reasoning with Algebra – Forming & Solving Equations Unit: Reasoning with Algebra - Testing Conjectures

Unit: Constructing in 2 & 3 Dimensions – Constructions and Congruency Unit: Constructing in 2 & 3 Dimensions – Three Dimensional Shapes

Key words – Research their definitions:
Equation, Inequality, Greater than, Less than,
Expand, Rearrange, Substitute,  Coefficient,
Form and Solve 

Key Questions – Answer these 
as you go through the unit
• What’s the difference 

between an equation & an 
inequality?

• What’s the difference 
between a formula & an 
equation?

• How do you know which 
variable is the subject of a 
formula?

Key words – Research their 
definitions
Conjecture Verify
Prove

Counterexample 
Demonstrate Hypothesise

Key Questions for Unit
• How many examples do you 

need to prove that a 
conjecture is false?

• What is the difference between 
a demonstration and a proof?

• Why is it harder to show that a 
conjecture is true than it is to 
show a conjecture is false?

Key words – Research their definitions
Face

Edge
Vertex

Cross-Section
Prism

Volume
Net

Elevation
What is the main difference 
between 2D and 3D 
shapes?

What does “in terms of 𝜋” 
mean? Does this given an  
exact or an approximate 
answer?

Key Words – Research their 
definitions
Locus

Equidistant
Bisect

Congruent
Similar

Construct
Perpendicular Sketch

Conditions for congruency in triangles –
Make sketches for each and label –
LEARN

Side-Side-Side
Angle-Side-Angle
Side-Angle-Side

Right Angle-Hypotenuse-Side

Science Year 9 Term 2 Chemistry 
& The Atmosphere/Ecosystems 

and Biodiversity

Section 1: Key Vocabulary: Look, Cover, Write, 
Check
Keyword Definition

Atmosphere The relatively thin layer of gases 
that surround the Earth. 

Fossil fuel
A natural fuel such as coal or gas, 
formed from the remains of living 
organisms.

Greenhouse 
effect

Occurs when gases in the Earth's 
atmosphere trap the Sun's heat,
making Earth warmer. 

Greenhouse
gas

A gas that contributes to the 
greenhouse effect by absorbing 
infrared radiation. 

Climate 
change

The change in global weather 
patterns caused by excess levels 
of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere. 

Carbon 
footprint 

The total amount of carbon 
dioxide and other greenhouse 
gases emitted over the full life 
cycle of a product, service or 
event. 

Atmospheric 
pollutant 

A substance that accumulates in 
the air and can cause harm to 
living organisms and materials. 

Incomplete
combustion

When a fuel burns in insufficient 
oxygen, producing carbon 
monoxide as a toxic product. 

Particulate
Small, solid particle given off from 
motor vehicles as a result of 
incomplete combustion of fuel. 

Global
dimming 

Occurs when particulates travel 
into the upper atmosphere and 
reflect sunlight back into space. 

Section 5: Food Web: Below is a picture of a woodland food web. In your books 
have a go at producing another food web of your choice.

Section 3: Knowledge recall: Create 
flashcards for each question.

Question

1. Name the 4 main gases in the atmosphere 
and state their percentage proportion.

2. Which process caused the level of 
carbon dioxide to fall 2.7 billion years ago?

3. What is the definition of carbon footprint?

4. What happens in the greenhouse effect?

Section 2: The history of the Earth’s atmosphere:
Write these events below into the correct order in your books.

As the 
volcanoes 
stopped
erupting, the 
Earth cooled.

In the beginning, the 
Earth was covered in 
volcanoes. These gave off 
a lot of heat, as well as 
carbon dioxide,water 
vapour and nitrogen.

As the Earth 
cooled, the 
water vapour 
condensed and 
fell as rain.

This formed 

the oceans.
This rain filled the craters on 
the Earths surface.

About 2.7 million years ago, algae started 
to produce oxygen. As algae developed 
and plants grew, they started to 
photosynthesise.  
Carbon dioxide + water (+ 
light) → glucose + oxygen  
This increased the amount of 
oxygen in the atmosphere and 
decreased the amount of carbon dioxide.

Section 6: Knowledge recall: Create 
flashcards for each question.

Question

1. Suggest two ways that a farmer could 
increase the biodiversity of her field?

2. How can we reduce carbon dioxide being 
emitted into the atmosphere?

3. Slugs rely on bushes for food. Suggest one 
other factor that slugs may rely on bushes for.

4. Apart from food, suggest two other factors 
that blackbirds in the ecosystem are likely to 
compete for?

Section 4: Key Vocabulary: Look, Cover, Write, 
Check
Keyword Definition

Competition  

A relationship between 
organisms that arises when 
both are trying to use 
the same resource, for 
example food.  

Adaptation  

A characteristic that an 
organism acquires in order to 
become better suited to its 
environment.  

Evolution  
The gradual change in a 
species over time.  

Natural selection  The process by which 
evolution takes place. 
Organisms that are best 
suited to the environment 
survive and pass on 
their useful characteristics.  

Extinction  When there are no surviving 
organisms of a species left in 
the world.  

Biodiversity  A measure of the variety of 
different species living in one 
place.  

Habitat The place where organisms 
live

Population All the organisms of one 
species in a habitat

Community All of the populations of 
different species in a habitat

Ecosystem The interaction of a 
community of organisms with 
the non-living parts of their 
environment.

Bush

Slug

Aphid
Ladybird

Blackbird

Fox

Hedgehog
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Year 9
Religious Education

Task 1:
Use the key words and… 

Arguments for the existence of God: 
William Paley 

William Paley said that if you found a watch, you 
would assume that it had a designer who had 
planned how it would work so that it kept time 

accurately. 
He explained that the human eye is even more 

complex and has a very specific purpose of giving 
sight. 

He concluded that the eye must also have a 
designer. 

Paley developed this further, using this idea of a 
designer being needed to plan complex things to 
explain that he believed that the Earth had an 

intelligent designer, as it’s very complex. 

Ultimate 
questions 

Task 2:
Looking at the Types of Truth -
you need to illustrate/draw a 

symbol for each Truth and give 
at least 2 examples from each 
Truth – think about your other 

subjects to help! 

Task 4:

Explain whether 
or not you agree 

with William 
Paley’s 

argument. 
Give REASONS 

for your opinion 
and try to 
present a 

BALANCED view.

Agnostic: A person who believes 
that it is not possible to prove 

or disprove the existence of God 
Atheist: A person who believes 

that God does not exist 
Big Bang: The scientific 

explanation for the origins of 
the universe 

Creator: Someone that brings 
something into existence 

Evidence: Facts that show if 
something is true 

Origins: The point at when 
something begins 

Philosophy: The study of 
knowledge, the love of wisdom 

Supreme Being: a name for God 
Theist: A person who believes 

God exists 
Truth: Something that is 

thought to be a fact

Task 3:
Put the information into your own words 

• The Big Bang Theory is 
completely accurate 

and explains all 
existence 

• God couldn’t possible 
exist 

• After death, there is 
nothing 

• It doesn’t matter who 
or what created the 

universe 

• Having a belief in 
religion makes you a 

better person 

• We are in control of our 
own lives   

Task 5: 

Red the following 
statements and answer 

whether or not you 
think they are TRUE or 

FALSE – you must 
EXPLAIN WHY

Types of Truth: 
Historical: Historical evidence, includes 
eyewitness accounts, photos and films or 

documents. 
Scientific: something is true if they can prove it 

by experiments and repeated testing. 
Moral: knowing right from wrong, due to 

conscience or instinct. 
Spiritual: linked with the argument from 
experience & deals with faith and belief. 

Physical Education Year 9 
Term 2 Fitness Testing

Section 1: Key Words: Look, Cover, Write, Check

Multi stage fitness 
test and forestry 
step test

Equipment needed:
Multi Stage Fitness Test- Flat 
surface, 20m tape measure, test 
audio, speaker.
Step Test- Step (40cm for 
males/33cm for females), 
stopwatch, metronome or 
cadence tape, body weight 
scales.

1 minute sit-up 
and press-up test

Equipment needed:
Floor mat, stopwatch, partner.

Sit and reach test
Equipment needed:
Sit & reach box, ruler, mat, no 
shoes, partner.

35M Sprint test 

Equipment needed:
35m tape measure, stopwatch, 
cones/markers, partner.

Grip 
dynamometer 
test

Equipment needed:
Hand grip Dynamometer.

Bioelectrical 
impedance 
analysis 

Equipment needed:
Bioelectrical impedance 
analyzer/scale, tape measure, 
body weight scales.

Illinois agility run 
test

Equipment needed:
Flat non-slip surface,
cones/markers, stopwatch, tape 
measure.

Standing Stork 
test

Equipment needed:
Flat non-slip surface, stopwatch, 
no shoes, partner.

Wall Toss test

Equipment needed:
Tape measure, cones, tennis ball,
Partner.

Vertical jump test 
Equipment needed:
Tape measure, chalk, partner.

Ruler Drop test

Equipment needed:
1 meter ruler, calculator, partner.

Section 5: Test Preparation: Create a mind 
map detailing equipment/resources required 
and pre-test procedures (equipment 
calibration) for each test.

Section 6: Knowledge recall: Create 
flashcards for each question.

Question

1. Give four sporting examples where it is 
important to have good reaction time and 
state why it is beneficial.

2.  What is the difference between muscular 
strength and power?

3. What is the main difference between 
aerobic endurance and muscular 
endurance?

4. Define what is meant by the term reaction 
time.

5. Explain why aerobic endurance is 
important for a marathon runner.

Section 2: Pairing up the fitness tests with the 
correct component: Create a table like the one 
below. You will need to research which test is 
used to test which component. The first one is 
done for you.

Section 3: Test administration/method: 
Create flashcards for each test. Outline how 
each test needs to be conducted.

Section 4: Importance of testing:
Answer this 6 mark question below.

What are the potential benefits of fitness
testing? Are there any limitations of fitness
testing?
Consider the following points:
• Are tests sport specific?
• What do we do with the results of tests?
• Do results help to motivate us? How?
• Are tests always fair?
• Can we use the tests to measure 

improvements? How?

Key People – Task 3 – Create a 
mindmap

Create a mindmap for ‘Causes of 
Crime’ and use the following 
examples:

1) Poverty
2) Addiction
3) Mental Health Issues
4) Upbringing
5) Greed
6) Opposition to an unjust law 
7) Poor education

History:
Crime and Punishment

Key Terms – Task 1 – LOOK, COVER, WRITE, CHECK

Key Terms Definition Image

Witchfinder
A person who seeks 
witches in a witch-
hunt

Theft
The taking of another 
person’s property 
without permission

Justice Due allocation of 
reward or punishment

Prison
A state of 
confinement or 
captivity

Vagabond
A wandering beggar 
who often turned to 
crime

Heresy
Going against the 
teachings of the 
Church

Key Dates – Task 2 – Create a timeline 
for ‘Law Enforcement’

• 1066 – Normans add ‘Trial by combat’
• 1215 – Trial by ordeal is banned by the 

Pope
• 1520 – Sanctuary abolished
• 1624 – Benefit of clergy abolished
• 1749 – Bow Street Runners are set up
• 1829 – Metropolitan Police Act
• 1856 – Police Act 
• 1902 – Fingerprinting used to convict a 

criminal for the first time
• 1913 – First police car
• 1914 – Edith Smith was made the first 

female police officer
• 1933 – First police radio
• 1970s – DNA evidence is used for the 

first time to catch and convict 
criminals

Key Events – Task 4 – Create 
flashcards

Create flashcards for the 
following crimes – and write 
their respective punishments 
on the other side of the card:

• Stealing – Hands cut off

• Murder – Hanging

• Heresy – Burning at the 
stake

• Drunkenness – Humiliated in 
the stocks

• Poaching – Whipping

• Treason – Hung, Drawn and 
Quartered

Key Organisations – Task 5 –
Create a mindmap

Create a mindmap for ‘Trials in 
Medieval England’ and use 
the following examples (as you 
learn about them, add any 
detail you can):

1) Trial by cold water

2) Trial by hot water

3) Trial by hot iron

4) Trial by blessed bread 

5) Trial by combat

6) Oaths 

Hydraulic in cracks and 
impact joints

Attrition

Abrasion

Solution

Solution

Traction Saltation

River bed

Suspension

1) Create flash cards of all the key 
words and descriptions from 
across this sheet.

2) Explain in detail the processes of 
the water cycle.

3) Describe the formation of river 
meanders AND waterfalls, use 
diagrams.

4) Explain the types of river EROSION 
and TRANSPORTATION, using 
these diagrams to help.

5) Explain the Bradshaw Model in 
detail? 

Year 9: Geography

RIVERS AND 
FLOODS
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Dans ma ville 
In my town
Dans mon 
village
In my village

On peut 
You can

Jouer
Play

Au
Some

Foot
Football
Basket
Basketball
Billard
Snooker
Handball
Handball
Rugby
Rugby
Tennis
Tennis 
Tennis de 
table
Table tennis 
Volleyball
Volleyball

Faire
Do

Du
Some

Footing
Jogging
Judo
Judo
Ski
Skiing
Vélo 
Cycling

De  la 
Some

Gymnastique
Gymnastics
Masculation
Body 
building
Natatation
Swimming
Voile
Sailing

D’
Some 

L’athletisme
Athletics
L’équitation 
Horse riding

Je trouve 
I find

Le tennis
Tennis
La voile
Sailing

Amusant(e) Fun
Compliqué  (e) 
Complicated
Interessant (e)
Interesting
Passionnant(e)
Exciting
Relaxant(e)
Relaxing
Facile Easy
Difficile  Difficult
Ennuyeux/ennuyeuse 
Boring

Il faut
You must

Manger des fruits et des légumes 
Eat fruit and vegetables
Travailler dur
Work hard
Aller à la salle de fitness
Go to the fitness suite
Être  déterminé 
Be determined
Boire beaucoup d’eau
Drink lots of water 
Dormir huit heures par nuit
Sleep eight hours a night 

Il ne faut pas
You must not 

Consommer de drogue
Take drugs
Fumer 
Smoke

Je suis membre d’une équipe locale
Je suis membre d’un club local
Je marque beaucoup de buts
Je gagne un match 

I am a member of my local team
I am a member of my local club
I score lots of goals
I win matches

J’ai joué en competition
J’ai marqué beaucoup de points
J’ai gagné une medaille

I played in a competition
I scored lots of points
I won a medal

Je vais marquer beaucoup d’essais
Je vais jouer pour la France
Je vais être membre de l’équipe 
nationale 

I am going to score lots of tries
I am going to play for France
I am going to be a member of mu 
national team 

Dans mon village on peut
faire du ski tous les jours
en hiver 

In my village you can do 
skiing every day in the 
winter 

Cependent, en été je fais
de la natation souvent.

However, in summer I do 
swimming often.

Je trouve la natation
amusante et relaxante.

I find swimming fun and 
relaxing

Ma passion c’est le tennis  My passion is tennis

Pour être champion il faut
travailler dur et être
détérminé.

In order to be a champon
you must work hard and be 
determined 

Le weekend dernier j’ai
joué en competition et j’ai
gagné une medaille.  
C’était fantastique!

Last weekend I played in a 
competition and I won a 
medal.  It was fantastic!

A l’avenir, je vais jouer au 
tennis pour la France 

In the future I am going to 
play tennis for France,  

Year 9 French
Le Sport 

Look at the model text below.   Can you adapt it by 
changing the bits that have been underlined? 

Remember 
adjectives 

need to agree 
with the noun

Use this sentence builder 
to write sentences 

saying what you can and 
can not do in Grantham.  
You could then have a go 
at translating back into 

English! 

Make flashcards and test 
yourself and your 
classmates 

Key Stage 4
Drama

Intro to Stanislavski

Biography!
Stanislavski is a Russian theatre 
practitioner famous for developing 
‘Naturalism’. He developed a system 
of exercises that actors could use to 
make their performances believable 
and realistic. Stanislavski co-
founded the Mosco Art Theatre in 
1897 (his theatre company) and 
went on to stage plays such as 
Anton Chekhov's ‘The Seagull’ and 
‘The Cherry Orchard’.

1.) Stanislavski
2.) Naturalism
3.) Emotional
4.) Memory
5.) Improvisation
6.) Objectives
7.) Attention
8.) Given Circumstances
9.) Theatre
10.) Practitioner

REHEARSAL 

TECHNIQUE

DEFINITION

GIVEN 

CIRCUMSTANCES
These are the facts of the play. The who, what, when, where, why, and how.

SENSE MEMORY This is the skill of recalling on impressions experienced by your five senses; sight, 

sound, smell, touch and taste and drawing upon these to make your performance more 

truthful.

EMOTIONAL MEMORY This is the skill of drawing upon previous emotional experiences and using these to 

make your portrayal of a particular emotion more believable.

HOT SEATING This is a character development technique where you question an actor. They must 

respond in role as their character using their imagination to answer the questions.

OBJECTIVES This is the character’s motivation in a scene – their goal or ambition.

UNITS Scenes can be divided up into smaller of units of action by an actor to help them 

understand the script.  New unit should begin when something in the scene changes.

CIRCLES OF 

ATTENTION
This is where the actor divides the stage into circles of focus to help them to focus their 

attention in a believable way. The first circle (‘Solitude in Public’) is the actors focus on 

themselves. The second circle would include any other characters who are onstage 

and the third circle would include the rest of the stage.

New Terminology!

1. Emotional ________
2. Method of ______ Action
3. The M______ If
4. O________
5. ___s

Yr 9 Term 2 Identity

Task 1 Create Flash Cards‐ with your own definitions
Task 2 Create a series of drawings 
to show space (where objects are 
positioned in a composition/final 
piece

Task 4 Read‐cover write the key 
facts for media Task 5 Create an image to describe 

the Design Process

Task 3 Using the colour list the 
primary, secondary and tertiary 
colours

Task 1 
For each quote, write down if you  think that 
young person’s experience has been positive 
or negative, and the reasons for their decision. 

Task 2 
imagine that someone their age was 
experiencing some of the negative parts of 
social media. You  should write down the 
advice they would give that young person.

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child is a human rights treaty which sets out 
the rights of all children under 18. Share the link to where young people can learn more about 
this treaty on the Unicef website – www.unicef.org.uk/what‐we‐do/un‐convenction‐
childrights. 

Article 16 of this document explains that children and young people have a right to privacy, just like adults 
do. This includes a right to privacy online
social media can put children’s right to privacy at greater risk of intrusion. For example ‐ companies and 
individuals can collect information about what users, including young people, have been doing; businesses 
can collect and sell people’s personal information, and family members and friends can publish photos of 
children and young people without getting their permission first. 4. Further information specific to 
children’s online privacy rights can be found on pages 7‐11 of this document ‐
www.unicef.org/csr/files/UNICEF_Childrens_Online_Privacy_and_Freedom_ of_Expression(1).pdf

Task 3 create a poster, video or digital graphic that shows what 
‘online privacy’ means to You. This should help explain the 
privacy 10 rights they think all young people should have when 
they’re using social networking apps. 


